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Abstract. The ability to assess operator workload is important for dynamically
allocating tasks in a way that allows efficient and effective goal completion. For
over fifty years, human factors professionals have relied upon self-reported
measures of workload. However, these subjective-empirical measures have
limited use for real-time applications because they are often collected only at the
completion of the activity. In contrast, objective-empirical measurements of
workload, such as physiological data, can be recorded continuously, and provide
frequently-updated information over the course of a trial. Linking the
low-sample-rate subjective-empirical measurement to the high-sample-rate
objective-empirical measurements poses a significant challenge. While the ser-
ies of objective-empirical measurements could be down–sampled or averaged
over a longer time period to match the subjective-empirical sample rate, this
process discards potentially relevant information, and may produce meaningless
values for certain types of physiological data. This paper demonstrates the
technique of using an objective-analytical measurement produced by mathe-
matical models of workload to bridge the gap between subjective-empirical and
objective-empirical measures. As a proof of concept, we predicted operator
workload from physiological data using VACP, an objective-analytical measure,
which was validated against NASA-TLX scores. Strong predictive results pave
the way to use the objective-empirical measures in real-time augmentation (such
as dynamic task allocation) to improve operator performance.
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1 Introduction and Background

With the rising use of automation and recent interest in adaptive automation (e.g. Kaber
and Kim 2011; Sheridan 2011; Parasuraman et al. 2007; Scerbo 2007), the human
factors community has become highly motivated to find an effective and accurate
means for measuring operator workload. The ability to measure operator workload is
critical for the dynamic task allocation envisioned in adaptive systems, because
workload is typically the impetus that determines whether an operator should be
allocated a more or fewer tasks (e.g., Bailey et al. 2006; Parasuraman et al. 2009; De
Visser and Parasuraman 2011). In this context, operator workload refers to the amount
of attentional resources required of a specific person to perform a specific task (Hart
and Staveland 1988). Due to the personal nature of workload, workload measurements
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are difficult to accomplish and verify, and human factors professionals must choose
from numerous workload measurement tools that often provide incompatible
measurements.

1.1 Workload Measurement Taxonomy

These workload measurement tools can be categorized across two dimensions:
objective–subjective and empirical–analytical (Fig. 1). Objective workload measure-
ments are gathered from facts; subjective workload measurements are gathered from
individual opinions. Thus, objective workload measurements use information and data
about the real world, and are independent of the person gathering the measurement.
Subjective workload measurements, on the other hand, are highly dependent on the
person gathering the measurement.

Orthogonal to the objective-subjective dimension is an empirical–analytical
dimension. Empirical workload measurements are derived from experience; analytical
workload measurements are derived from analysis. Thus, empirical workload mea-
surements are a posteriori; they entail an actual data collection process, and are often
used in conjunction with laboratory experiments or field observations. Analytical
workload measurements can be thought of as a priori measurements, since they rely
heavily upon the analytical reasoning of the human factors specialist. While they do not
necessarily rely upon empirical data, in practice analytical workload measurements are
often derived from extensive task analyses. The distinction is that empirical measures
aim to measure workload directly, whereas analytical measures infer workload based on
knowledge of the task, operator, and environment. These two orthogonal dimensions
form natural axes which facilitate categorizing various workload measurement tools.

Subjective-empirical measures assess workload directly by gathering individual
opinions–frequently in the form of self-report questionnaires. Due to the nature of these

Fig. 1. Dimensions of workload measurement
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tools, the measurements do not provide real-time feedback on the subject’s mental
workload, do not capture changes in workload over the course of the task, and may be
subject to memory biases. Widely used subjective measurement tools include the
NASA-TLX (Hart and Staveland 1988), SWAT (Reid and Nygren 1988),
Cooper-Harper (1969), MRQ (Boles and Adair 2001), Overall workload (Jung 2001),
and workload profile (Tsang and Velazquez 1996).

Subjective-analytical measures rely upon subject matter experts or experienced
users to provide estimates for anticipated workload. These estimates are essentially
expert opinions which can vary widely between raters. As can be expected, this method
of estimating workload is not utilized in academia; however, it is commonly used in the
public and private sector for product and system development, especially when making
early design decisions early on in a program’s life cycle. Before initial prototypes are
developed, empirical methods are not feasible, thus workload evaluation must rely
upon analytical methods.

Objective-analytical measures combine knowledge of task, environment, and
individual as inputs to mathematical models which quantify estimated workload.
Objective-analytical models are often used during the task design or re-design process,
when empirical measurements are difficult to obtain. These models are built from
detailed task analyses and can incorporate individual behavior when the information is
available. Examples of objective-analytical measures include time-line analysis and
prediction (TLAP) (Parks and Boucek 1989), visual auditory cognitive psychomotor
(Aldrich and Szabo 1986), and W/INDEX (North and Riley 1989). Advantages of
objective-analytical measures include: (1) consistency in the workload values pro-
duced, (2) the ability to include workload values differentiated for resources or chan-
nels, and (3) the ability to calculate workload values on any time scale. However, it
should be noted that constructing accurate models is both a science and an art; the
quality of the workload estimates rely heavily upon the completeness of the task
analysis as well as the analyst’s understanding of the system, operator, task, context,
and the modeling methodology.

Objective-empirical measures feature direct measurement of either task perfor-
mance or physiological states. Task performance measures focus on error frequency,
number of errors, response time, and response accuracy to determine the level of
cognitive workload. Direct measurement of task performance can be conducted in a
way that is transparent to the user, and it can be conducted continuously throughout the
performance of the task. However, the relationship between performance and workload
is non–linear, with both high and low workload associated with poor performance, with
higher task performance between these workload extremes (Teigen 1994). Further-
more, despite task performance measures ability to monitor real-time changes in per-
formance, performance changes likely lag causal changes in workload. That is, an
operator may experience excessively high workload for a period of time before the
change becomes apparent in their performance. Lag is especially detrimental to
adaptive systems: if the system only alters workload after a performance change is
detected, it is too late to prevent that performance degradation. These problems with
using performance as an indicator of workload: non-specificity, non-linearity and lag,
have encouraged the expedited search for other objective-empirical measures of
workload.
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Technological advances in sensor development and computer processing have
enabled the use of physiological measures for assessing operator workload.
Objective-empirical physiological measures use biological feedback to estimate cog-
nitive workload. Common physiological measures include heart rate, heart rate vari-
ability, respiration, skin response, pupil dilation, eye movement/fixation, blink rate, and
brain activity. Physiological measures are particularly well suited for adaptive auto-
mation purposes because they provide immediate feedback, are highly sensitive to
change, and can be designed for minimal–to–no intrusiveness in task performance. In
order for objective-empirical physiological measures to be effective, researchers need
to be able to distinguish useful, workload-relevant information from physiological
fluctuations caused by environment and irrelevant biological processes. Just as work-
load does not have a linear correlation with performance, it is likely that the rela-
tionship between physiological data and workload will be highly complex.

1.2 Workload Measurement Application

While subjective-empirical, or self-report measures, are relatively easy to use and
widely accepted, the measurements are typically taken after task completion and often
consist of a single, cumulative rating. These features make self-reported workload
unrealistic for incorporation into adaptive systems. Thus, while workload measurement
has historically defaulted to subjective-empirical measures, more recently interest has
grown in using physiological measures to estimate workload (Parasuraman and Wilson
2008; Warm and Parasuraman 2007). Physiological measures have the advantage of
being specific to the individual, relatively un-intrusive to the task, continuously mea-
surable, and available in real-time. However, using physiological measures for work-
load estimation has challenges, one being that physiological state is affected by
numerous factors besides workload. Separating the workload “signal” from the bio-
logical and environmental “noise” is a daunting task, especially when the relationship
between the physiological measure and workload is not well-established.

In order to define this relationship between workload and physiological measures,
researchers have begun to use a dual collection approach, collecting both self-reported
measures and physiological measures (e.g. Wilson and Russell 2004; Taylor et al.
2013). This dual collection provides an opportunity to interpret and validate
objective-empirical physiological data using the subjective-empirical self-reports.
However, this validation is difficult because–in order to reduce task interruptions–
subjective-empirical measures are sampled infrequently, sometimes only at the com-
pletion of the task. In contrast, objective-empirical measurements are recorded con-
tinuously, and provide frequently-updated information over the course of a trial. Thus,
linking the low-sample-rate subjective-empirical measurement to the high-sample-rate
objective-empirical measurements poses a significant challenge. While the series of
objective-empirical measurements could be down–sampled or averaged over a longer
time period to match the subjective-empirical sample rate, this process discards
potentially relevant information, and may produce meaningless values for certain types
of physiological data which could vary rapidly in the time between the less-frequently
measured samples.
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Objective-analytical measures posses the unique potential of being able to bridge
the gap between subjective-empirical and objective-empirical measurements.
Objective-analytical measures are produced from detailed task analyses of the indi-
vidual’s behavior when performing the task. The task analysis assigns workload esti-
mates to each low-level activity the subject performs during the task. Regardless of task
duration, workload can be estimated by aggregating workload values from all the
activities the subject was performing in an arbitrarily-sized time interval. As a result,
workload values are generated bottom-up from the lowest level of activity. While
objective-analytic values are scale–compatible with the subjective workload estimates
subjects normally provide at the end of a trial, objective-analytical measures avoid
being influenced by estimation biases occurring when subjects have to recall their
experiences and declare their cumulative workload over long time intervals.

Objective-analytical measures can be calculated continuously over the course of a
task, allowing for comparison on the natural (continuous) time-scale of the
objective-empirical measurements. Moreover, objective-analytical measurements can
be consolidated in meaningful ways (time-weighted average, peak value, and sustained
peak-value) to validate against well-established subjective-empirical measures. This
bridge between self-reported subjective-empirical measures and objective-empirical
measures will enable a time-series characterization of workload based on physiological
measures in real time, a necessary feature of workload-based dynamic task allocation,
such as adaptive automation.

2 Purpose

This paper argues that objective-analytical measures of workload possess numerous
benefits that can significantly enhance current empirical workload measurement and
analysis techniques. Specifically, objective-analytical methods have the unique ability
to be able to connect subjective-empirical workload measures, such as NASA-TLX to
objective-empirical measures, such as physiological readings. This connection enables
the creation of predictive machine learning algorithms, which paves the way to use
physiological measures in real-time augmentation (such as dynamic task allocation) to
improve operator performance.

3 Method

Our study begins by collecting subjective- and objective- empirical data from a
human-in-the-loop experiment. Next, objective-analytical workload measurements are
generated using the improved performance research integration tool (IMPRINT).
IMPRINT simulation models are created for each subject for each trial in order to
calculate continuous workload values that correspond directly to the physiological data
collected for each trial. These workload values are established using the visual, auditory,
cognitive, psychomotor (VACP) method (Bierbaum et al. 1989). Next, the objective-
analytical models are validated using the subjective-empirical data. The continuous
workload profiles generated through IMPRINT allow for the training of a model tree to
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discover the relationship between physiological data and VACP workload values.
To demonstrate efficacy of our method, the model tree algorithms are evaluated on their
ability to infer objective-analytic VACP workload from objective-empirical physio-
logical measurements. Algorithm performance is reported using root mean squared error
(RMSE).

3.1 Human-in-the-Loop Study

The human-in-the-loop study was conducted by the HUMAN Lab, Air Force Research
Laboratory, at Wright-Patterson AFB. The study included 12 participants (8 male, 4
female; ranging from 18–46 years of age, with a mean of 25.66), performing remotely
piloted aircraft tasks using a synthetic task environment. The participants performed
two tasks, a surveillance task and a tracking task. In the surveillance task, the partic-
ipant operated a simulated drone-mounted video camera to search through a desert
marketplace for a high-value target designated as the figure holding a rifle. Upon
finding the target, the participant used the camera to track the target (who was on foot)
until the target left the observation area. The task difficulty was affected by manipu-
lating the number of distracter figures (12 or 48) and the video image quality (high or
low noise), creating a 2 × 2 factorial design. Each of the 4 surveillance conditions was
completed 4 times by each participant.

The second task was the tracking task, which consisted of operating the video
camera to follow a high–value target whose position is already known. In the tracking
task, the target is on a motorcycle, and moves at considerably faster speed than the
surveillance targets, making it more difficult to keep the target in the camera image and
requiring faster reaction time from the participants. The task difficulty was altered by
manipulating the number of targets to follow (either one or two) and the terrain type
(urban or rural), creating a 2 × 2 factorial design. Each of the 4 tracking conditions was
completed 4 times by each participant.

NASA-TLX scores were collected at the end of each trial: each participant provided
16 surveillance scores and 16 tracking scores. Physiological data collected included 49
electroencephalography (EEG) measurements (7 cranial node sites, 7 brainwave fre-
quency bands), 4 pupilometry measurements ([diameter, quality] × [filtered, raw]), 2
electrooculography (EOG) measurements (blink rate, fixation), 2 electrocardiography
(ECG) measurements (heart rate and heart rate variability) and 2 respiration mea-
surements (amplitude, frequency).

3.2 IMPRINT Models and Model Validation

A task analysis was conducted on the surveillance and tracking tasks in order to
develop task networks that captured the task flows, decision logic, and user interac-
tions. Participant performance and response times were used to calculate timing for
each of the lowest level tasks. Workload demand values were assigned to each of the
lowest level tasks using the VACP method. VACP builds upon multiple resource
theory (Wickens 2002) to capture workload demand across 7 resource channels: visual,
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auditory, cognitive, fine psychomotor, gross psychomotor, speech, and tactile. Each
channel has a 0–7 demand scale, with specific values tied to descriptive anchors (e.g. a
visual reading task has a value of 5.9). Each of the lowest level tasks in the network is
assigned a demand value for each channel. Demand values are then summed across
channels and tasks at each point in time to generate an overall workload score. This
workload score for each point in time enables the generation of a workload profile
(Fig. 2).

Workload is validated using a correlation analysis that pairs model VACP predicted
workload per trial with self-reported NASA-TLX values for each participant for each
task (tracking and surveillance). The subjective interpretation of the NASA-TLX scale,
makes this dimension unique to each individual, thus it is necessary to perform separate
correlations for each participant. This validation produces a set of 24 correlations (12
subjects × 2 tasks). The tracking task correlations ranged from 0.31–0.87 with a mean
of 0.61. Correlations values above 0.60 are considered as having a “marked degree of
correlation” (Franzblau 1958), and thus the correlations from the tracking task meet the
criteria for satisfactory validation. The surveillance task correlations ranged from 0.1–
0.63 with a mean of 0.37. Lower correlations for the surveillance task are largely due to
the lack of differentiation in the NASA-TLX self-reported scores; an ANOVA for the
NASA TLX by condition does not find any statistical difference between the four
surveillance conditions. Thus, the inability to validate these models is attributed to the
design of the human-in-the-loop experiment rather than an issue with the models.

3.3 Inferring Workload with Machine Learning Algorithms

Validated IMPRINT models generate profiles which characterize operator workload
throughout the course of a task. As workload varies, operator physiological response is
affected. By determining the relationship between workload and physiological
response, physiological state can be used to infer the workload the operator is expe-
riencing. This section describes machine learning methods for inferring operator
workload.

Our proposed method estimates operator workload in real time from physiological
measurements using supervised machine learning algorithms to train predictive models.

Fig. 2. Example VACP workload profile
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We evaluated this method using algorithms trained on a subset of the objective-
empirical physiological measurements and their corresponding objective-analytic
workload values computed using IMPRINT. Once trained, the ability of the models
to infer workload from physiological data was assessed on hold-out data that was not
used for training.

IMPRINT produces a log of discrete workload changes. The log contains a series of
timestamps and new workload values which were captured as each workload-change
event in the simulation of the task occurred. Between any two events in the log,
workload is constant. These discrete-event workload values were sampled at 1 Hz to
create a time-series interpretation of operator workload which could be associated with
corresponding physiological data. Time series data for all seven VACP channels of
cognitive workload were captured and summed to produce an overall workload value at
1 Hz for each of the 32 scenarios the twelve subjects accomplished during the
experiment.

During the execution of the sixteen surveillance and sixteen tracking tasks, operator
physiological data was recorded for each of the twelve subjects. The researchers who
conducted the study performed additional processing on the sensor data to generate
physiological data in commonly-used formats, then re-sampled at 1 Hz. Sixty brain,
heart, respiratory and eye physiological data features were collected.

Inferring real-valued workload from real-valued physiological data is a specific
example of a more general activity known as regression. Three supervised-learning
regression algorithms were evaluated for their ability to infer workload from physio-
logical data: linear regression, model trees, and the multi-layer perceptron (also known
as an artificial neural network). Due to space limitations, and because it had the best
performance of the algorithms evaluated, only the model tree algorithm (Quinlan 1992,
Wang and Witten 1997, Fong 2010) are discussed further in this section, although the
performance of all three algorithms is presented in Sect. 4. Before a model can be used
for prediction, it must be trained. We discuss the training and testing process for model
trees next.

During training, a model tree uses an iterative hierarchal process to split a dataset
according to a particular feature value. Each branch in the tree captures the value of a
single feature which best splits the remainder of the data into evenly-sized subgroups.
Once the training is complete, the tree can be used to infer workload from the feature
values observed in the physiological data. To infer workload value from an observa-
tion, the algorithm evaluates the observation in the context of the first node in the tree,
and decides which branch to follow based on the value of the feature being evaluated in
that branch. This process is repeated until the observation is evaluated at a leaf node. At
a leaf node of the tree, an inference is made on the value of workload.

4 Results

To be useful, our method must demonstrate that objective-empirical physiological
measurements can be used to infer objective-analytic workload. This section examines
the efficacy of the supervised machine learning algorithms to infer workload from
physiological data. Figure 3 depicts an example of overall actual and inferred
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(predicted by model tree) VACP workload for one subject’s surveillance task. The
distance between the inferred workload and the actual workload is the absolute pre-
diction error.

Efficacy was evaluated for three supervised learning algorithms: model tree, mul-
tilayer perceptron (60-30-1), and linear regression. For training, each model used 75 %
of the data and tested on the remaining unseen 25 % of the data. The workload
prediction results are presented in Fig. 4. Accuracy of three prediction algorithms with
error bars representing the standard deviation of root mean squared errors (RMSE) and
95 % confidence intervals. Root mean squared error (RMSE) is used as the figure of
merit for model performance. Low, medium, and high accuracy thresholds are depicted
for reference. These accuracy thresholds have meaning in the workload prediction task:

Low (RMSE < 3.2): At low accuracy in a two-target scenario the model could
differentiate between the situation where the operator is tracking both targets or
tracking no targets.

Med (RMSE < 2.6): At medium accuracy the algorithm could determine if the
secondary task (question and answer) was being performed or not.

Fig. 3. Inferring operator workload. (Top) Workload profile and model tree prediction for
surveillance task. (Bottom) Absolute prediction error of tracking task.
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High (RMSE < 1.6): At high accuracy in the one-target scenario, the algorithm
could differentiate between an operator who was successfully tracking the target and
one who was attempting to reacquire a lost target.

Our evaluation suggests model trees are the most accurate supervised learning
algorithm for inferring workload from physiological data. In most cases, this predictor
can differentiate between tasks the operator is performing, and in some cases the
algorithm is able to indicate whether or not the operator is successfully at performing the
task. This finding suggests the algorithm’s ability to infer workload from physiological
sensor data may be accurate enough to facilitate dynamic task allocation in real-time.

5 Discussion and Future Directions

Subjective-empirical workload measures such as NASA-TLX provide quick,
well-accepted measurements of workload, but are not practical for use in adaptive
systems, which require continuous, real-time measurements of operator workload.
Objective-empirical workload measures, especially physiological measures, possess the
ability to fill this gap, by enabling an adaptive system to directly monitor operators and
predict their cognitive states. However, predicting cognitive workload requires a means
of interpreting or connecting physiological readings to levels of workload.

Objective-analytical measures, such as IMPRINT’s VACP, can fill this gap, by
providing workload values that correspond to the change in demand on an individual’s
cognitive resource during task performance. These objective-analytical outputs can be

Fig. 4. Accuracy of three prediction algorithms with error bars representing the standard
deviation of root mean squared errors (RMSE) and 95 % confidence intervals. “In-context”
workload prediction performance is measured using a model trained on the same person in the
same conditions as the testing scenario. “All-context” workload prediction performance is
measured using a model trained using more general data from all scenarios.
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validated using subjective-empirical measures. Once validated, workload outputs from
objective-analytical models and physiological data can be used to train
machine-learning algorithms. The trained algorithms can be used to predict workload
from physiological data, facilitating real-time dynamic task allocation.

This study demonstrated this technique using IMPRINT VACP workload profiles,
validated using NASA-TLX scores. These workload profiles are trained using a model
tree to predict operator workload from physiological sensor data–a task that would not
have been possible with NASA-TLX alone. In this preliminary work, the model tree was
able to successfully differentiate between the tasks the operator was performing and in
some conditions, whether the operator was successfully accomplishing the task or not.

The next step for this research is to establish an experiment protocol which collects
physiological data on the full space of workload values (underload, peak performance,
and overload) for each operator. This data is needed to train machine learning algo-
rithms so they can generate real-time workload predictions. Further research also
includes extension of the physiological-IMPRINT model analysis to specific resource
channels in an effort to train machine learning algorithms to predict workload on those
specific resource channels. This channel-specific analysis will enable identification of
tasks that are appropriate for dynamic task allocation or for adaptive presentation of
information via alternate modalities (e.g. moving information from visual to audio
modality).
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